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BusyÂ scenes,Â oodlesÂ ofÂ flaps,Â lotsÂ ofÂ labels,Â andÂ belovedÂ SesameÂ StreetÂ character

sÂ makeÂ learningÂ theÂ alphabetÂ fun!

MoreÂ thanÂ 55Â flapsÂ teachÂ kidsÂ theirÂ ABCs.AÂ isÂ forÂ apple.Â BÂ isÂ forÂ ball.Â CÂ isÂ f

orÂ cookieâ€¦andÂ CookieÂ Monster!Â AndÂ FÂ isÂ forÂ flapsâ€”whichÂ kidsÂ willÂ findÂ plentyÂ of

inÂ thisÂ bookÂ stuffedÂ withÂ surprisingÂ alphabeticÂ words,Â rhymes,Â andÂ riddlesÂ toÂ discov

er!Â HowÂ manyÂ thingsÂ canÂ youÂ find

thatÂ startÂ withÂ theÂ letterÂ P?Â WhatÂ objectsÂ areÂ hidingÂ behindÂ theÂ letterÂ H?Â WithÂ 

moreÂ thanÂ 100Â labelsÂ andÂ 55Â flapsÂ toÂ lift,

learningÂ theÂ alphabetÂ hasÂ neverÂ beenÂ soÂ muchÂ fun!
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This is an ADORABLE book that combines my childs love of opening the flaps with Elmo and all of

the characters, plus it has the bonus of being an educational book due to all of the letters of the

alphabet. It not only lists the letters of the alphabet, but it shows pictures of 5 or more items that

begin with that letter as well, so the kids can see the words in action. I also really love that there are

so many flaps to open in here. There are the big flaps for the letters, but also lots and lots of little

flaps to hide items behind that begin with the letters.I have absolutely nothing bad to say about this

book. Its fantastic! And so is the Elmo's Numbers book that is in the same format. They are



fantastic!

Great book! My 1 year or and 2 year old love it! Bigger then expected but that doesn't matter to me!

This was our son's first ABC book. We got it when he was 14 months old, and he's loved it from the

start! So many colorful pictures to identify and new words to learn. He loves looking under the flaps,

and talks about the different characters and what they're doing. At 19 months he's learning his

letters.

My son is not obsessed with books but he likes them and he loves to "read" them himself (shh, he

can't really read but he's 2 so he think s he can and it's adorable). He goes for this book more than

any other these days. He yelped with joy when I gave it to him. There is so much there for him to

look at and process and learn- stuff he already knows and builds confidence in identifying them

correctly (including beloved Sesame Street characters) mixed with new words and challenges that

he also loves but in a different way. It's so much fun to read this with him and to watch him read it to

himself. This one he actually can read, and make up his own stories with them too.

My 21-month old granddaughter is obsessed with Elmo, so I looked for an educational Elmo book

that would hold her interest for quite some time to come. She loves the many flaps that open on

every page, and we point out all the words of the alphabet and talk about what the characters on the

pages are doing. She has already learned new words after reading the book just a few times. It's too

long for her to take in the entire book at one sitting, since we spend a lot of time on each 2-page

spread. Many other Sesame Street characters appear throughout the pages of the book, but so far

the only one she cares about is Elmo.

This is not for a younger baby. I have a 9-month old who loves flap books and Sesame Street but

this one is 1) too big with too many flaps on each page (attention span issues) and 2) too difficult to

open the flaps. Some of the flaps were hard for me to open let alone the baby. On other flap books,

he can open and close the flaps with ease. On this one, the flaps are made of super thick cardstock

so they are harder to open and close and do not have a notch or anything that makes opening

easier.May be good for an older child for sure.

The lift up flaps are sturdier than some of our other books. My daughter is 18 months old and really



likes it. I wish that some of the letters had more familiar words to go with the letters because some

of them are very specific to Sesame Street (like Berniece the pigeon for the letter B) or are just odd

choices for a children's book.The letters are prominent and easy to point out, but it has only the

capital letters, no lower case.

Cute lift the flap book. Seems durable enough. Sadly it doesn't hold the attention of my 2 year old

nearly as well as the Mickey Mouse one and the Little People large lift the flap book. She will pay

attention to it while I read it with her. I like the little phrases under each letter.Under G - "Grapes can

be purple, red, Green, or blue."
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